PetExec 3.8.1 Feature List
The PetExec 3.8.1 update is primarily a systems update, including some bug
fixes and internal changes.
1. PetExec Mobile App 1.3.
2. New look and feel to the PetExec login page: (removed the gray background)

3. User Browser Session Changes. Modified the way PetExec browser sessions are
handled and moved them into the database. This allows us to use a different server
on each request (round robin) and spread the load of our packmates accessing the
data across multiple servers. It also allows us to remove a server from the load
balancer without forcing packmates off unexpectedly which would require another
login.
4. Added error checking to ensure pet owners schedule with the correct company
when/if owner is logged into more than one location in different browser
tabs/windows.
5. For consistency, added some minor changes to how vaccinations dates are displayed
throughout the system.
6. Removed the search field from both the “communication template” and “blastable
templates” pages to reduce issues created by autofill options in browsers.
7. Modified the Rebuild Boarding function so that data entered in eScorecards is not
deleted (bug fix).
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8. Added additional logging to orders processed with the “Clover Mini” payment type
resulting in more visibility to the Clover/PetExec integration and allows for better
troubleshooting.
9. Added visibility to boarding appointments with associated services (grooming,
scheduled services, daycare and add ons) on the boarding coming and going report.

10. Added additional logging for to multiple boarding deposits in the boarding history and
order history resulting in increased visibility to settled boarding deposit orders against a
single boarding appointment and subsequent order.
11. Additional logging when daycares are scheduled and deleted. (For example, added
logging to indicate a daycare that is scheduled via the “Automatically Schedule
Daycare” application preference as opposed to daycares scheduled by employees
or pet owners.)

12. Added additional logging for tracking individual daycare package uses from sign-in
through checkout.
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